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incomplete points on the statements of the
previous papers. 1) I will, therefore, now
my
in
f:damental theorems
withdraw both of the fundamental theorems, but all other parts in these
papers which are independent of them are correct. As a substitute
for them I will state again in this paper the fundamental theorems in
correct forms, by proceeding in a different direction, which enable us
to discuss the theory by a very simple method. The imperfections of
the fundamental theorems lie upon the fact that under the conditions
stated there the family of conics is not uniquely determined except for
projective transformations, i.e. any two families which have the same
invariants stated there may not be transformed to each other by a
projective transformation, but it is uniquely determined except for
such transformations, that they transform any planes in the same
manner as projective transformations do and also points on every plane
to points on the same plane projectively.
1. Four kinds of families of conics. There are following four
kinds of families of conics: possessing the properties (1) all the planes
have no common points, (2) all the planes I pass through a fixed point,
(3) all the planes t have a common straight line, (4) all the planes I
coincide with each other, i.e. the coordinates I are constants. The
fourth kind is not different from the families of conics on the plane, on
which the fundamental theorem was stated and proved in another
The second and the third kinds will be discussed in
papers of mine
the next paper. In this paper I will consider only the first kind, which
is the most general case.
2. One-parameter family. Let I be the projectively normalized
coordinates in Sannia’s sense) and a the projective length, and consider
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the developable surface enveloped by (a), then we have three invariant
lines on the every plane I, which are respectively intersectinons of
planes I", Im with I. The coordinates of these lines on the plane
can be expressed by

,

-

’

’

=(/1 l. l l--ll l l l+ 11 l l l--l l l l,’)
where p=(Hl) and i=1, 2, 3.
Now we can find very easily the six invariants

I= A J

i, j= l, 2, 3,

among which there is a relation

because by the rule in the theory of determinants
----const. l 11 l" l{" =const.,
l. l’ l" l"

l l l’ l"
l lg lg’ lg"

"

where A denote the dual coordinates of conics a (a). Hence five of
these invariants are essential and we can prove the fundamental theorem, if we denote the dual projective curvature and torsion) by r and t"
When seven invariants r, t, I are given as the functions of a, then
the one-parameter family of conics in the projective space of three dimensions is uniquely determined, except for projective transformations.
Two-parameter family. Let be the projectively normalized
coordinates in Fubini’s sense) with regard to the surface enveloped by
I (u u), then we can introduce three lines on every plane I, of which
two lines are the intersections of planes I (i-1, 2) with I and another
one is the second normals). The coordinates of these lines on the plane
I can be represented in the same manner as in No. 2 by
1. =,o(/, l l l--l l. l l--l l l, l+ l l l l.O
2. =,o(/. l l l--l l. l l+ l l l. l--ll l l /.)
p(l. l l l + l l. l l--l l l. l--l lz l
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1) G. Sannia, loc. cit.
2) See Fubini-ech, Geometria proiettiva differenziale I, 1926, 85-87.
3) See Fubini-ech, loc. cit., 87.
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where

.,

g" being the Fubini’s fundamental quantitiesD. Then we can get two
covariant differential forms
du=A ’
T du: A /

So du

du du
du

and an invariant
among which there exists a relation

S S. T
S S T. =const.
T1T U
similarly as in No. 2. It follows therefore that U must be expressed
by So and T.
Now we can prove the fundamental theorem
When the Fubini’s three differential forms goduduj, ajkduduJduk,
qodudu. ) and two other forms Sdudu Tdu are given, the twoparameter family of conics having these forms in the projective space of
three dimensions is uniquely determined, except for projective transformations.

,

1) Fubini-Cech, loc. cit., 64-67, where this form is expressed by the notation
a. du du
2)

Fubini-ech, loc. cir., 68-81.

